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About This Game

This game lets you try on the role of a Supernatural Newspaper Agency boss and editor. The world it takes place in is a dark and
haunted one, with ghosts, zombies, monsters and even shapeshifting murderers, pretending to be human after they have stolen

their victims' bodies or infiltrated the humanity. It was inspired heavily by the works of H.P.Lovecraft and it builds on the
atmosphere of uncertainty and noir of the 1940s.

Send your sextet of weathered journalists, detectives and occult specialists to investigate murder, affair, and horror in the Town.

Each time, the story will be different. Sometimes, a werewolf is shredding innocent (and less innocent) victims to pieces and it
is your task to unmask the creature. Other times, it will be a body stealing alien from outer space, a mummy that some

misfortunate archeologist has excavated and is now haunting them. Perhaps it will be Jack the Ripper, still mysteriously alive
and lurking in the streets at night.

Or maybe there is a really bad big tentacled monster hidden in the cellar of the University?
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It is for you to find out and entertain your readers while bravely standing up against ancient evil.
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Developer:
Sinister Systems
Publisher:
Sometimes You
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It was really fun when it was in early access.

Then they ruined it.

All the good reviews on this game are around 2015-2016. Aka when it was good. This game HAD potential and a pretty loyal
fan base.

Its not worth the buy. Even at 8 dollars.. In many respects this is very similar to one of my all time favourite tower defense
series: Gemcraft. However, some key differences make the gameplay distinct and unique in the TD genre. One of them is that
the game mechanics are physics based - enemies have weioght for example, so your trap can push certain light enemies easily
into the abyss by the dozens, but is pretty useless against heavier foes.

Another plus: The number of towers and skills that can be combined for different strategies make this game a real delight.

Also, if you have played Dungeon Warfare 1 - I can only confirm the other reviews on this page: the sequel has the same
gameplay but improves on the formula in very interesting ways.. Beautiful and colourful True sights as well as cutscenes
onboard a cruiseship and its voyage.

Simple Minigame of Match Threes.

Awkward that the characters are animes, while the backgrounds are such a sight.

A lack of audio voicing, except for the mere seconds over the voice messages.

Novel wasn't that bad, alittle long-winded for all that matters
are the final two minutes,
Save Game before making any of the three decisions,
reload twice for the other two endings.

Was decent.
Only worthy if on sale or discount.

. Its very similar with the dinosaur game in chrome when there is no internet connection. The only difference is that you can
throw kunai at enemies. Not worth the expense. ok, I rarely write a review on anything, but I had to on this one.
this is definitely the best VR game I have played yet!. ENG:

Very fine strategy game, testimonial! C:

FIN:

Ihan hyv\u00e4 strategia peli, suositteluni! C:. Simple and ok but very generic.. Glitchy, but still worth a couple dollars and a
few hours of your time. Glitches seem to fix themselves if you exit\/re-enter game.. It's an ok game I suppose. The writing is
something to be desired. The "adult humor" is sprinkled in to cover up boring dialogue and is rather cringy at times. The game is
full of SJW narratives which I can usualy ignore but it gets rather blunt at times. For a game that is supposed to be more "adult"
it's really lacking on that front, more aimed towards awkward teenagers rather than adults who like classic style RPG games.
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A glorified P2W mobile game with little to no choices and a linear career. This is another very nice loco from Mesh Tools. I
really recommend adding it to your steam locomotive shed.. ok i died before reaching the first camp site so this game is awfull
how do you expect people to win if you can't grind out a lv. very fun under rated game if you have friends. This is a beautifully
relaxing game. The scenery, the music, and the sound of the rain and thunder...just beautiful. :)
I would like to feel more in control of walking speed as most often feel like I am jogging while I would rather be strolling. :) I
have to keep stopping to take in the views. LOL
I might be half way through now and although I did get lost a time or two (not that it matters lol), and the couple little tricky
parts I figured out (that was fun). So far so great. :)
. I tried to avoid the ingame purchases but this game will not allow that its pay up or no play so I am going to uninstall soon

Still liked all the game - it worked as it should had nice color and interesting characters but I need more am i just spoiled.
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